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Agenda
2013 ANA Real-Time Marketing Conference
presented by Starcom

General Session (8:30 a.m.)

how they deploy agile marketing as a
regular business practice across many
brands. Learn how they work together
to leverage the unique opportunities
agile marketing offers and design brand
experiences that create impact and grow
brand business.

WELCOME

Lisa Donohue

Art Muldoon

Starcom USA

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 2013

Breakfast (7:30 a.m.)
Sponsored by Accordant Media

Co-Founder and CEO

Accordant Media

OPENING REMARKS
Lisa Donohue
Chief Executive Officer

Starcom USA
Bob Liodice
President and Chief Executive Officer

ANA
Christine Morrison (Host)
Group Social Media Manager

Intuit

KRAFT FOODS GROUP AND STARCOM
USA: DESIGNING AGILE BRAND
EXPERIENCES
Agile marketing is more than simply
acting in the moment; it is about using
real-time information to discover richer
insights into consumer behavior and to
power relevant adaptive experiences.
By harnessing real-time data, companies
like Kraft are responding to consumer
interest in the moment allowing them to
increase relevancy and response. Kraft
Foods Group and Starcom will discuss

www.ana.net

Chief Executive Officer

Bob Rupczynski
Vice President, Media, Data, CRM

Kraft Foods Group

HASBRO: BRAND RELEVANCE
IN “RIGHT NOW” MOMENTS
By the time you talk about the idea,
get it approved, design a concept or
get it executed, most of the time that
relevancy would have already expired.
At that point your program, brand and
reputation will be viewed as “too late”
or “missed the boat”. We live in a “right
now” moment. Moments that require
immediate feedback with quantifiable
scale. Otherwise we lose the cultural
cache of being in the know and a value
provider to the consumer. Discover how
Hasbro leverages “right now” moments
by managing their digital channels like
a 24 hour news organization.

General Session Cont. (10:55 a.m.)

ANHEUSER-BUSCH INBEV DRIVES
ROI THROUGH REAL-TIME CONTENT
AND SOCIAL
Beer, the original real-time social
network, has been bringing people
together for thousands of years.
Anheuser-Busch InBev is creating
conversations with consumers about
the things that matter to them: great
beer, good times, and friends, new and
old. Anheuser-Busch InBev keeps the
conversation fresh with real-time stories
through their company’s content factory.
Discover how Anheuser-Busch InBev
leverages content, social, and real-time
targeted ads to drive business ROI.
Lucas Herscovici
Vice President, Digital Marketing for North America

Anheuser-Busch InBev

COCA-COLA DRIVES REAL-TIME
MARKETING THROUGH CONTENT,
NEWS, AND SOCIAL EXPERIMENTATION

Hasbro

Coca-Cola believes in creating ideas
so contagious they can’t be controlled.
They have taken this approach and
brilliantly utilized consumer insights to
personalize their messaging and drive
action. Learn how Coca-Cola continually
innovates by using real-time marketing
and technology through crowd sourcing,
content curation, and consumer delight.

Coffee Break (10:30 a.m.)

Douglas Busk

Victor Lee
Vice President, Global Digital Marketing

Sponsored by Millennial Media
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Director, Connections Innovation

The Coca-Cola Company

Agenda
2013 ANA Real-Time Marketing Conference
presented by Starcom
Luncheon (12:30 p.m.)
Sponsored by Starcom

General Session Cont. (1:30 p.m.)

MASTERCARD’S “CONVERSATION
SUITE” CENTRALIZES REAL-TIME
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS
MasterCard Worldwide recently launched
their “conversation suite”, a social
command center designed to listen to
what key stakeholders are saying about
the brand. The suite, based at their
headquarters in Purchase, New York,
provides the ability to centralize and
monitor social conversations throughout
the globe. Learn how MasterCard is
leveraging their “conversation suite”
to collect, analyze, and act on relevant
real-time social conversations to
transform the way they do business.
Marcy Cohen
Vice President, Social Media
and Influencer Engagement

MasterCard Worldwide

THE STATE OF REAL-TIME MARKETING
– BLURRING LINES WITH SOCIAL, TV,
DATA AND ADVERTISING
In this illuminating session, eMarketer
will examine the big-picture challenges
with real-time marketing, revealing what
this trend means — and doesn’t mean
— as it changes the creative process,
social media strategy, television
advertising, and more. Based on

eMarketer’s analysis of hundreds of
research studies, you’ll receive key
takeaways about how the intersection
of social media, big data, and mobile
devices has driven fundamental changes
in consumer behavior and opened up
new avenues for brands to engage with
consumers in real time. You will also gain
a better understanding of what marketers
are doing to overcome the organizational
challenges associated with deploying
advertising more rapidly, and how they
are using real-time marketing to reach
social media, mobile, and television
viewers.
Debra Aho Williamson
Principal Analyst, Social Media

eMarketer

MINI MOTORS INCITES PASSION WITH
REAL-TIME CONTENT MARKETING
MINI is a brand with a cheeky
personality and powerful image. MINI’s
marketing must fight above its weight
class to break through against larger
competitors. Learn how MINI’s content
strategy, termed “MINI as MEDIA,”
continuously connects in unique ways
with passionate MINI owners (some of
whom call themselves “MINIacs”) and
invites new prospects to the MINI party
in Real-Time.
Lee Nadler
Marketing Communications Manager

MINI USA

Conference Adjournment (4:30 p.m.)
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Debra Aho Williamson
Principal Analyst,
Social Media

Debra Aho Williamson is eMarketer’s lead analyst focusing on real-time marketing and social media. She
has written more than three dozen reports delivering key insights covering how marketers, media, and
consumers are engaging with social media and related topics. Debra has been quoted in The Wall Street
Journal, The New York Times, National Public Radio, Associated Press, Bloomberg Businessweek, The
Washington Post, USA TODAY, Fortune, Advertising Age, and other publications, and she has appeared
on television and radio outlets including Bloomberg Television, CNN, Bloomberg Radio, and KCBS-San
Francisco. Her speaking credits include presentations to the iMedia Brand Summit, Word of Mouth
Marketing Association, ad:tech, the IAB, the Conversational Marketing Summit, Virtual Worlds Expo, Special
Libraries Association, and the Seattle Direct Marketing Association. Earlier in her career, Debra was the
founding executive editor of The Industry Standard, the first newsweekly for the internet economy, and editor
of Advertising Age’s Interactive Media & Marketing section.

eMarketer

Doug Busk
Director, Connections
Innovation

The Coca-Cola
Company

Marcy Cohen

With over fouteen years of experience connecting consumers with their favorite brands via social and mobile
channels, Doug brings a diverse background to his role as director of connections innovation within global
connections at The Coca-Cola Company. In that position, Doug leads the social connections team that builds
and manages platforms empowering the company’s marketers worldwide to connect with consumers real-time.
This year Doug led the creation of the Hub Network, the company’s social media nervous system. Previously,
Doug led global mobile commerce strategy for the company, which removed the friction of cash from the
consumer-company relationship and created delight via mobile payment mechanisms. Prior to Coca-Cola,
Doug held business development and product marketing management roles with Amdocs and SinglePoint.
Over the 2008 presidential election cycle, Doug served as the outside strategic advisor to the landmark mobile
efforts of the Obama campaign. While with Cingular and Verizon, Doug drove data product innovations, one
of which resulted in mobile giving via text messaging, which later enabled over $35MM in giving for the Red
Cross’ Haiti earthquake relief efforts.

Marcy Cohen is responsible for corporate storytelling both to the press and among social media influencers.
She and her team leverage digital as well as traditional media to create engagement focused on the value
MasterCard brings key stakeholders. Marcy manages the MasterCard conversation suite, a social media
command center where a global team monitors, analyzes, and engages in conversations around the world,
in real-time, 24/7. Previously she was head of social media at Sony Electronics Inc. where she led a team
in developing and executing digital and social media initiatives for new product introductions and corporate
brand initiatives and managed influencer relationships within the personal technology community. She was
also a member of the leadership team developing social media guidelines and a unified strategy on a global
level. Her experience also included managing Sony’s corporate public relations strategy.

Vice President, Social
Media and Influencer
Engagement

MasterCard
Worldwide

www.ana.net
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Lisa Donohue
Chief Executive Officer

Starcom USA

Lucas Herscovici

Vice President, Digital
Marketing, North America

Lisa Donohue has established a record of innovation, creative action, client service and leadership. As CEO
of Starcom USA, she is driving a true next-generation media agency focused on the convergence of media,
technology and creativity; enabling the design of unique human experiences, at scale, with impressive results.
Under Donohue’s leadership, Starcom has exceeded challenges on behalf of some of the world’s top
marketers, including Samsung, Procter & Gamble, Kraft, Bank of America, Microsoft, Anheuser-Busch InBev,
Burger King, Best Buy, Kellogg’s, Novartis, Allstate, Esurance, Mattel, Mars/Wrigley, and Spotify, among others.
She has driven Starcom’s industry-leading digital offering and invested heavily in the agency’s data and
analytics practice. She also serves as a member of Starcom MediaVest Group’s global executive management
group. Since becoming CEO in 2009, Donohue has led Starcom to be the most awarded media agency in the
country, winning more than 100 honors for clients in the past two years alone, spanning disciplines including
digital, print, TV, mobile, out of home, event, social and branded content. Donohue received the honor of
Chicago Advertising Federation’s Advertising Woman of the Year in 2011, as well as Adweek’s 2011 Executive
Media All-Star. In 2006, Advertising Age recognized her as a Woman to Watch. Donohue is a Trustee of Milton
Academy in Massachusetts, serves on the Advertising Women of New York (AWNY) board of directors, the
4A’s board of directors and Media Leadership Council, and is a member of The Chicago Network.
Lucas Herscovici serves as vice president of digital marketing, North America for AB InBev with responsibility
for digital strategy, digital innovation and digital execution for all brands in the AB InBev portfolio: Budweiser,
Bud Light, Stella Artois, Michelob Ultra, Beck’s, Shock Top, etc. After being an entrepreneur for a few years,
Lucas joined AB InBev in 2002 as business development manager for Argentina. After several commercial
roles, he then became head of marketing innovation for Argentina, and then moved to global headquarters
in Belgium to head innovation for global brands. He later became global marketing director for Stella Artois,
based out of New York, and then moved to Palo Alto and became global director, strategic innovation, and
marketing for AB InBev. Lucas holds an Executive M.B.A. from St. Andrews University and a degree in
industrial engineering from ITBA University, both in Buenos Aires, Argentina. He lives with his wife and
three children in Palo Alto, California. When Lucas isn’t working at AB InBev, he enjoys playing tennis
and traveling with this family.

Anheuser-Busch InBev

Victor Lee
Vice President, Global
Digital Marketing

Hasbro

Victor leads the Hasbro global digital marketing group responsible for digital marketing for all Hasbro brands
such as Transformers, Monopoly, My Little Pony, Nerf, Play Doh, Playskool and others. In his role he drives
all digital strategies and activations within the web, mobile, social, and digital media. Prior to Hasbro, he was
senior vice president of marketing at Digitas, and led the relationships for brands such as Goodyear, Buick,
GMC, Harley-Davidson, Pontiac, IHG, OnStar, Saturn, and GM Branded Entertainment. At Digitas, he worked
on key digital partnerships and programs with NASCAR, Marvel, NFL, Bravo, The Apprentice, NCAA, Maxim,
Sports Illustrated, Jimmy Kimmel Live, The Oprah Winfrey Show, MTV, Survivor, Transformers The Movie, The
Jonas Bros, Glee and Live with Regis and Kelly which have won awards from The Pro Awards, The Reggies,
The Effies, MIXX, MITX, and Cannes Lions. Prior to this role, he was vice president of creative and strategy
for Alloy Media and marketing and senior publicist at Viacom parent, National Amusements. In 2012 he was
awarded Top 40 Under 40 by Brand Innovators. Currently serves as a board director for the Brand Activation
Association and Advisory Board Member for Brand Innovators. Victor is a Boston native and a graduate
of Boston College.
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Christine Morrison drives the end-to-end social strategy for Intuit TurboTax, a $1.5 billion business.
In her role, she sets both the long and short-term strategies for how to partner with customers to get great
business outcomes. Morrison’s innovative campaigns and product features create incremental revenue
in the multi-million dollar range each year while creating customer delight and delivering on Intuit’s brand
promise to customers. As a pioneer in the field, she’s been a frequent speaker on the “social” circuit.
Morrison is currently an ANA West coast social committee co-leader and a WOMMA board member.

Christine Morrison
Group Social Media
Manager

Intuit
Lee Nadler is responsible for managing unique, multichannel, MINIcentric marketing programs in U.S. He
oversees MINI’s three agencies and has overall responsibility for online and offline advertising creative and
media; web, digital, mobile and social platforms; and multicultural marketing and research. Nadler
joined MINI USA in May 2012. Prior experience includes roles on the agency side, including president/CEO
of Digital Pulp and on the corporate side, as first head of marketing for DoubleClick. Most recently, Lee ran
a specialized consulting practice, Sherpa Marketing, Inc., named for the Nepalese guides who inspired him,
and over the previous ten years had provided marketing consulting for BMW, CNN, Gilt Groupe and Yahoo!
Nadler lives in NYC and motors daily in his MINI Countryman to MINI HQ in northern New Jersey.
Lee Nadler
Marketing Communications
Manager

MINI USA

Bob Rupczynski
Vice President of Media,
Data and CRM

Kraft Foods

www.ana.net

Bob Rupczynski has pioneered digital and social media innovation at a global level within the consumer
packaged goods (CPG) industry for over twelve years at the helms of leading CPG companies including Alberto
Culver, Mars/Wrigley, and now at Kraft Foods, where he is responsible for driving innovation in key areas
of media, digital, e-commerce, data, and CRM. A technology architect by training with steeped industry
experience in integrated marketing communications, Bob is positioning Kraft to win big with big data. In his
first year with the company, Bob has created an exclusive partnership with Nielsen Innovation Lab, identifying
high-value innovation opportunities to address ad effectiveness, new modeling techniques and ROI drivers.
He’s driven data research studies with Facebook to advance analytics on purchase based targets, and is
forging a pipeline of partnership opportunities with emerging technology companies to position Kraft at the
forefront of marketing excellence. Bob’s work has achieved over countless shortlists at Cannes, 15 Cannes
Lions, and in 2012, two of the eleven inaugural Facebook awards, awarded by Facebook, for innovation in
global digital marketing. Bob serves as a top level mentor and educator across industries on trends and
technology, sits on the Microsoft Customer Advisory Council, and is a proud father of two.
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ANA Member Benefits
Membership with the ANA gives you the resources and opportunities to learn from your peers and
today’s marketing masters. We provide you and your teams with the opportunity to network, share,
engage, and maximize the overall value of your brands through our world-class resources.

ANA MEMBERS
BENEFIT FROM

KNOWLEDGE

525+ companies

CONNECTION

the extensive experience of

& 10,000+ brands

that collectively spend more than

$250 billion
on marketing and advertising each year.

We deliver proprietary industry insight and thought leadership,
grounded in more than 100 years of experience, to help you make
better decisions and give you the edge you need to succeed.

We facilitate an ongoing conversation among marketing’s best and
brightest, to drive the cross-pollination needed to advance both
individual and industry.

LEADERSHIP
We drive the agenda in support of legislation, thought leadership,
industry management, and social responsibility affecting the
marketing community

ANA members have access to an exclusive
portfolio of products and services including:
Government
Relations

Marketing
Knowledge Center

Industry Leadership

7,500+ Proprietary
Marketing Insights

Regulatory Issues
Legislation
Representation

School of
Marketing
Team Training
Individual Training

Customized Research
Industry Surveys and
White Papers

Conferences and
Committees
30+ National and
Regional Conferences
20+ Committees
Weekly Webinars

The ANA is dedicated to providing its members with leadership that drives marketing excellence and shapes
the future of the industry. Our membership team, comprised of seasoned marketers with years of experience
across a broad range of industries, are dedicated to helping you get the most out of your ANA membership.
Visit www.ana.net/membership or contact your member relations manager to learn more about your membership.
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ANA Government Relations
ANA’s Washington, D.C., office works to protect advertisers and marketers from unreasonable
governmental intervention in their communications with consumers.
WE function as the key
intermediary between the
advertising and marketing
community and Congress,
the federal agencies, state
legislatures, and the courts.

WE actively oppose
efforts by the government
to tax, ban, or otherwise
restrict advertising
and marketing.

WE strive to educate
policymakers at all
levels on the benefits
of advertising to the
economic health of the
nation and its states.

Our major accomplishments in 2013 include:
Providing the primary funding for updated research
from IHS Global Insight on the economic impact
of advertising, which found that advertising accounts
for $5.6 trillion of economic output and
supports 21.1 million U.S. jobs

Working with Congress to support language that
prohibits four powerful federal agencies from
publishing their overly restrictive guidelines for
food, beverage, and restaurant marketing unless
they first conduct a cost/benefit analysis

Helping stop major ad tax proposals
in Minnesota, Ohio, and Louisiana

Continuing to keep a spotlight on the progress
of ICANN’s top-level domain program, as more
than 1,400 new domains are due to come online

Expanding and strengthening the Digital Advertising
Alliance self-regulatory program for online
behavioral advertising, including introducing
new guidelines for mobile marketing

Joining two active coalitions that are working to
develop solutions to the problem of “patent trolling”
as it relates to the advertising/agency communities

Our staff in Washington is well-versed in the legislative, regulatory, and legal issues confronting the advertising
industry. To ensure that we continue to represent your company’s interests effectively, we need to hear about the issues
impacting your business. Please have your legal and government relations professionals reach out to us so we can work
together to protect your bottom line. Here are some ways you can engage with the Washington office:
•

Sign up for our mailing list to stay informed on developments in Washington, the states, and the courts.

•

Join the ANA Legal Affairs Committee to discuss the latest legal threats and how to respond.

•

Attend the ANA Advertising Law & Public Policy Conference.

•

Visit the advocacy section of ANA’s website for updates on government relations issues.

•

Follow us on Twitter: @ANAGovRel

2020 K Street, NW, Suite 660, Washington, DC 20006 | 202.296.1883 | djaffe@ana.net

www.ana.net/advocacy
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ANA Marketing Knowledge Center
With more than 7,500 insights, the Marketing Knowledge Center provides you with
high-quality, relevant, and actionable content that spans the marketing spectrum.

Case Studies, Videos,
and Marketing Toolkits

Marketing toolkits, tools, and
templates to help you expand
your marketing know-how and
complete projects effectively.

Snapshots, Insights,
and Survey Research

Ask the Expert
and LiveChat Services

Snapshots
Overviews from speaker presentations at ANA events covering
a variety of industry topics.

We’ve Answered
Over 10,000
Marketing Questions

Insight Briefs

We can answer yours, too!

Collections of subject-specific
content and high-level insights
on a range of timely and
pertinent marketing topics.

Our team of qualified, resourceful
information experts are available
for your member inquiries.

FOCUS:

Multicultural
Marketing

INSIGHT BRIEF
Sharing Marketing Excellence

What’s Inside?
» AT&T Woos Multiculturals
with Celebrities ........................... 2
New Research

» Intrigued by Newer Media ............. 3
» Growth Opportunity ..................... 4
Trending

Focus:

Content
Marketing

» Does Blending Work? ................... 5
» The Truth About Beauty ............... 6
Viewpoints

INSIGHT BRIEF
Sharing Masterful Marketing

Reaching Diverse Audiences

8

Focus:

Five secrets to more effective multicultural marketing

Award-winning case studies and
videos from industry-leading
brands that highlight the most effective marketing strategies.

INSIGHT BRIEF
Sharing Masterful Marketing

I

s it worth devoting precious
time and resources to reach
niche markets? Don’t general-market
campaigns already appeal to audiences
of every stripe? Do multicultural audiences represent enough buying power
to warrant targeted outreach?

Big Data
now exceeds $1.5 trillion a year,
according to the Selig Center for
Economic Growth.
Few experts would disagree that,
in What’s
the years toInside?
come, building a
deeper relationship with multicultural
segments
is the key to growing brands
New Research
and increasing revenue. But simply
» Collecting Data Is Not Enough ........ 3
marketing in another language or trying
to Trending
appeal to another culture in English
can be a minefield of potential hazards.
» Delivering Data-Driven Messages .... 5
To avoid costly or embarrassing

» Cross-Cultural vs.

Multicultural Marketing ................. 8
ANA Member Case Study

» Heineken Scores with Soccer ....... 10

Source information ......................... 11
Where you see8, click for additional content.

growing part of The Home Depot’s
business. Not only does the
company advertise in Spanish, its
stores feature Spanish signage and
Spanish-language self-checkout
machines.

2. Culture is more important than
language. Simply translating a
Marketers still asking those questions
general-market campaign into the
today might want to check out the
target’s language “is like going into
results of the 2010 Census. Hispanics
a gunfight with a switchblade,”
make up 16 percent of the U.S. populacontends Roberto Orci, CEO of Los
tion, African-Americans account for 13
missteps,
consider these five secrets
Angeles, Calif.-based Acento
Best Practices
percent, and Asian-Americans comprise
for effective multicultural marketing:
Advertising. “It’s not enough.” He
5 percent. Every ethnic group experi» A Plan with Staying Power .............. 7
8
says it’s vital to ground multicultural
enced double-digit population growth
1. Watch your language. Companies
campaigns in the values and mores
Case
Studies
in the past decade, with Asian-Amershouldn’t
advertise what they can’t
of the target
culture so that
icans leading the way at 43 percent.
Therefore,
never
advertise
Five
Tips
for Know
Building
an Effective
Content
Marketing
Program
»deliver.
Gilt
Groupe:
Thy
Customer
.... in8
consumers see themselves in
In four states, including California and
a language the company isn’t fully
» Allstate Gets Smart with
the message.
Texas, non-Hispanic whites are no
prepared to do business in. This is
Artificial Intelligence ...................... 9
longer the majority. Even more
a lesson
The Home
Depot under8 striking,
any marketers
misunderstand
Research
by the Content
3. Mix multicultural
intoMarketing
mainstream
the combined buying power of the
stands.
Because the
Latinocontent
commutheInformation
difference
between
Institute
shows As
thatethnic
whilecommunities
91 percent
marketing.
Source
.........................
11
Hispanic, African-American, Asian,
is heavily
invested
in the
and nity
content
marketing.
Content
marketof marketers use content marketing,
Delivering fresh insights
decision-makers
Continued on Page 2
and to
Native
American communities
buildingowning
trade,
they
are additional
a vital of
and
ing involves
Where you
see8,media,
click forinstead
content. only 36 percent believe that their prois the real purpose of customer data
renting it, to attract and retain customgrams are effective. The biggest chalers. Changing or enhancing a customer
lenges to effective content marketing
ig data seems to be the buzztools to collect, store, search, or analyze.
• Variety. Information may be collected
behavior requires creating content that is
are producing enough content and
in a number of forms, including text,
word of the moment. But what
Some of the most tangible examples
compelling, consistent, and curated. The
producing the kinds of content that will
audio, video, statistical data, or sensor
is it, exactly? And what does it mean for
include the terabytes of user data that true value
exchange is found in the stories
promote increased engagement. Marinformation.
marketing? According to Google ExecuFacebook acquires or that Walmart
that brands tell, and storytelling is crucial
keters should ask themselves why they
tive Chairman Eric Schmidt, every two
collects about the millions of transactions to successful
• Value. The
realengine
impactoptimization,
of big data
search
are interested in executing a content
days the world produces the equivalent
it conducts hourly. Big data is defined lead generation,
stems fromand
thesocial
insight
that is
media.
marketing plan before they look at what
of all the data created from the beginby its volume, velocity, variety, and
gleaned from the raw input.
ning of civilization up to 2003, or almost
value to the organization.
Big Data to Big Analytics
five exabytes. This vast ocean of data
• Volume. The terabytes of data that
Social
Search Engine
contains valuable insights, but marketers
To drive new waves of productivity,
most large companies regularly
Media
Optimization
must sift through irrelevant information
growth, and innovation, companies
acquire are too large to process with
in order to find them. Finding value is
conventional means. As technology
know they must tap the massive and
Content Marketing Mission
what big data is all about.
penetrates more aspects of society,
growing volumes of data. Adobe views
the information generated from
big data as the collection and analysis
Big data refers to the extremely large
and about those devices is rapidly
of large amounts of data to create
LeadaGeneration
data sets that organizations acquire,
expanding.
competitive advantage. The real purpose
typically in the terabytes to petabytes
• Velocity. Modern businesses may
of big data is to enable big analytics, Source: Content Marketing Institute, 2013.
range, as well as the applications needed
place more importance on the time
where businesses derive new meaning
to analyze and evaluate all of it. This
characteristic of big data than any
from new data sources. Big data is all
continuous, exponential growth in internal
other dimension. Rapid or real-time
about delivering fresh insights to deciand external data gathered from and
acquisition of data is critical to many
sion-makers, but many marketers are
about customers exceeds the ability
time-sensitive operations and provides
Continued on Page 2
of conventional database management
a competitive advantage.

Bring Your Story to Life

Put Big Data to Work

M

B

What’s Inside?
» Who’s Getting it Right ...................

2

New Research

» That’s a Fact ...............................

3

Trending

» Empowering Brand Advocates .......

4

Best Practices

» Fulfill Your Content Needs .............
» What to Measure .........................

5
6

ANA Member Case Studies

» Charles Schwab Delivers Value ......
» Cleveland Clinic Plays to Strengths .

7
8

» Kraft Uses Multiple Channels.........

9

» Schick Soars with Sharp Strategy ...

10

Source information ......................... 11
Where you see8, click for additional content.

they want it to do for them. The Content
Marketing Institute offers five actionable
tips for building a content marketing
program within an organization:
1. Create a mission statement.
Defining the mission of the content
marketing program is the first, most
important step. Use the statement
as a guide to filter content and determine deliverables and outcomes for
the core target audience. The P&G
website homemadesimple.com,
for example, targets women with a
mission statement to “enable women
to have more quality time with their
families.”
2. Repurpose content. Before setting
out to create new content, assess
what existing content could be
reworked. Press releases, blog
Continued on Page 2

Survey Research
The Smarties are the world’s only
global mobile marketing awards
program recognizing outstanding
achievement within the industry.

Findings from 12 yearly surveys
based on critical issues and
emerging trends faced by nearly
all marketers today.

browse 7,500+ marketing insights at

www.ana.net/mkc
11
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Members can access LiveChat
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ET
Monday through Friday
or submit a question anytime
at www.ana.net/ask.

“I needed fast information on how
to better justify advertising investment. The ANA team quickly provided
multiple resources to help make my
case. Senior management thought
my summary of the materials created
a compelling argument for increased
investment.”
— Steve LeVeau, director of marketing
at Central Garden & Pet Company

submit your question at

www.ana.net/ask
www.ana.net/mkc

ANA School of Marketing
Traditional training methods are no longer good enough. The ANA School of Marketing offers a unique educational experience that combines real world experiences and best
practices from client-side marketers with leading industry thinking from the most innovative
specialists, thought leaders, and academics. Using powerful training techniques, our
workshops will help you make better decisions today.

Team Workshops

Individual Workshops

How do you elevate the marketing function
within your company so your marketers can
better influence the organization?

What are you doing to ensure your best talent continues to drive growth?
The ANA School of Marketing has a variety of interactive one- and two-day workshops carefully planned
to ensure participants walk away with immediate
practical applications.

ANA School of Marketing team workshops are
designed to help align your team with your strategic
direction. Each workshop aims to improve the way
your team performs a specific marketing task or
capability.

Our current individual training can help individuals:
• Capitalize on customer retention by building 		
powerful brand equity.
• Collaborate with agencies to develop break-		
through creative.
• Engage in a stronger and more focused client/		
agency relationship that enhances partnerships.
• And much more!

The progressive and engaging workshops can help
your team improve how you:
• Optimize relationships with internal stakeholders
and external agencies to become a better partner.
• Create a more integrated marketing communi-		
cations plan that is aligned with your strategy.
• Set the course for advertising success with 		
exceptional creative.
• Elevate your brand through digital marketing
and social media.
• And much more!

ANA Member Benefit:

$6,000

Team Training Credit

Did you know that as an ANA member your company receives a yearly $6,000 credit
to the School of Marketing? The credit can be used to fund a half-day team workshop,
or offset the cost of a full- or multiple-day team workshop.
ANA Member team training credit not applicable to individual training options.

Defining YOUR OWN company’s way of marketing is a key driver for business success.
ANA School of Marketing workshops will help you to get there faster.

call: 212.455.8024 | email: training@ana.net | visit: www.ana.net/som
www.ana.net/som
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ANA Events
The ANA has a large and diverse portfolio of events that are unique
in the marketing industry, as we showcase the client-side perspective.

National Industry
Conferences

Members-Only
Conferences

Our national industry conferences, open to all for a fee, are true “events,”
consisting of great content, superb networking with an “A-list” of attendees,
and, increasingly, evening entertainment, all in fabulous locations.

December 4, 2013 | New York, NY

February 26–28, 2014 | Hollywood, FL

Real-Time Marketing
Conference

Brand Masters
Conference

Mar 30–Apr 1, 2014 | Boca Raton, FL

April 23–24, 2014 | Washington, DC

Media Leadership
Conference

Advertising Law &
Public Policy Conference

May 4–7, 2014 | Naples, FL

July 13–15, 2014 | Dana Point, CA

Advertising Financial
Management Conference

Digital & Social Media
Conference

Members-only conferences are
a complimentary benefit of ANA
membership and are open
to current members and invited
guests only. ANA holds over 20
members-only conferences a year
in locations throughout the country.

Webinar
Wednesdays
ANA’s complimentary Webinar
Wednesday program runs nearly
every Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. ET.
Join fellow industry leaders from
the comfort of your office, and tap
into a wealth of information on key
topics surrounding the advertising
and marketing industry.

Visit www.ana.net/events for more events
ANA
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We’re
Accordant Media,
the leading
independent media
trading desk.

Accordant
makes targeted
media work
as an integrated
strategy for
marketers.
We do real-time bidding the
way it should be done: with

A Complete Programmatic Media System
TARGETED MEDIA CHANNELS

Web
Display

Video

Mobile

Social

Email

In-stream
Audio

Out-ofhome

Banners

In-stream

Mobile Web

Facebook

In-email

Rich Media

In-banner

In-app

FBX
Twitter

Audio Files
and
Companion
Banners

Digital
Billboards

Rich Media

CRM
Activation

Geo-fencing

LinkedIn

Non
Guaranteed
& Reserved

Terrestrial
and Digital
Radio

Private
Exchanges

In-office and
In-store

Client CRM Data + Campaign Data + 3rd Party Data

Audience Optics : Custom Data
™

Accordant’s proprietary audience segment engine generates
real-time ad buying decisions based on custom data feeds to provide
efficient ROI and 100% transparent, actionable insights.

clients knowing exactly what
they are getting, how they are
getting it, and for how much.
We’re media optimization
experts, who micro-target
consumers across the entire
media landscape—display,
video, mobile, social and
emerging channels. Our team
of agency veterans unlocks
unique targeting opportunities
with a customized approach
that’s completely transparent.

Accordant not only unlocks the performance of targeted media, but offers its clients
actionable insights to help them understand how their media dollars are best invested.

Our
Offerings
Hyper-efficient
Media Campaigns
·
·
·
·
·
·

Programmatic reach and frequency
Custom bidder / algorithms
Audience 'look-alike' prospecting
Contextual targeting
Custom white lists / verticals
Geo/zip, demo, and
ethnographic targeting
· Behavioral and 'smart retargeting'
· CRM data: online/offline
. Competitor conquesting

Customized
Reporting & Analytics
· Self-service, 24/7 online
reporting portal
· Audience discovery tools and
segment analytics
· Cross-channel conversion
· Campaign lift and yield
· Optimal reach and frequency
· Media supplier, partner, and
channel overlap
. Dynamic creative delivery

Headquartered in
the heart of Silicon
Alley, we are industry
veterans who hail
from Razorfish,
Google, Aegis and
Akamai, delivering
exceptional results
and service.

RTB the way it should be
Accordant’s Key Benefits
Effective audience targeting.
Because each advertiser requires something different, we deliver truly customized
campaigns. We recommend, implement and manage coordinated media tactics, reaching
across oceans of data to deliver the audience most receptive to your brand message.
We only do programmatic media—and do it all day, every day.

What we see, you see.
Everything about us is 100% transparent. Every buy, every plan, every second. You get
the insights along with their impact. You see how we optimize your campaign and learn
what works. Constant refinement is what creates great results. And we’re relentless at it.

Full-service, brand-safe management.
Our technology is the cloud, but our feet are on the ground. We drive media campaigns
with intelligence and finesse to reach your targeted media objectives. Our full service
approach brings together expertise in data, real-time targeting and on-demand bidding
to deliver outstanding results.

Scalable campaign insights.
We breathe big data, but it's what we do with it that’s impressive. Through our
proprietary bidders, custom algorithms and audience segment engine Audience Optics™
,
we tap into nearly 40 billion global impressions a day with real-time access to 50,000
data segments, getting your message to exactly the right audience at the right moment.

The proof: making the most of every millisecond.
After 3 years in business, Accordant optimized more than 25,000 campaigns... and will
keep growing. We purchase media on nearly 500,000 websites each quarter. We unlock
only the best programmatic media inventory across multiple channels, achieving
superior results and proprietary, competitive advantages for our clients.

Contact Us

www.accordantmedia.com

Arthur F. Muldoon, Jr.
Co-founder & CEO

Matthew Greitzer
Co-founder & COO

art@accordantmedia.com

matt@accordantmedia.com

Garret Vreeland
Chief Revenue Officer

gvreeland@accordantmedia.com

REAL-TIME WEB PERSONALIZATION
For Marketers & Customer Success Professionals
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$1500 FREE JUMP-START OFFER!*
SIGN-ON with Evergage THIS MONTH and receive

RECEIVE $1500 IN FREE
EVERGAGE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
to JUMP-START YOUR SET UP and use of the platform.

■ CONTACT YOUR EVERGAGE SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY OR
CALL 1-888-310-0589 FOR A QUICK DEMO OR TO SIMPLY LEARN MORE
* Promotion requires a 1 year contract minimum.

■ Anonymous visitors…now a thing of
the past! For Gardner’s Supply Company,
Evergage’s platform now welcome’s every
Pinterest sourced visitor with a personalized
pop-up offer –resulting in a conversion rate
increase from .05% to just over 3%!

INCLUDES 4 HOURS OF:
■ Implementation and product training
■ Consulting - We’ll work with you on leveraging
Evergage to meet your specific needs
■ Monthly check-in and review to make sure you are
getting the most of the tool and seeing results

■ Talk “real-time” with visitors before
they bounce! For MIT Technology Review,
the Evergage solution improved site
performance by a factor of 10X with the
implementation of a personalized popup offer triggered by a real-time bounce
behavior by the visitor.

■ Unlimited phone support during the program

TALK TO US
WEB EVERGAGE.COM
EMAIL SALES@EVERGAGE.COM
PHONE 1-888-310-0589

ABOUT EVERGAGE
The Evergage platform delivers real-time web personalization
to more than 50 million web visitors, optimizing site conversions
and customer success for over 60 organizations, including
EIG, Gardener’s Supply Company, Acquia, DYN, Sittercity, and
Millward Brown Digital. Evergage’s tools empower marketers and
customer success teams with real-time dynamic content and inline
messaging features, such as information bars, call outs and smart
task lists, behavioral analytics and segmentation, and integrations
with other top CRM and SaaS providers. Founded in 2010 as
Apptegic, Evergage has offices in Boston and San Francisco.

Results. Delivered.
Millennial Media helps the world's top brands succeed in mobile.
Our advertisers benefit from new and powerful ways to engage and
connect with their target audiences, delivering meaningful results.

Learn more at www.millennialmedia.com/results
©2013 Millennial Media. All Rights Reserved.

Quantcast

2013

Quantcast Advertise
Overview
One solution — unifying unmatched web visibility,
real-time modeling and ad delivery — designed
to deliver more customers from across the web.
1. Web-wide Visibility
One of the world’s largest media
consumption data sets gives
Quantcast unparalleled insight into
online audiences and behaviors. With
tags on more than 100 million online
destinations, Quantcast sees all 245
million U.S. Internet users an average
of 800 times per month.

2. World Class
Modeling Capabilities
Our machine learning algorithms use
Quantcast’s massive data set to build
real-time models of the highest-value
individuals on your site, incorporating
more than 1 trillion monthly media
consumption behaviors. We continuously
pattern match and rank the online
population against these custom models
to identify the best target audience for
your campaign.

3. Real-time
Media Decisioning
Our intelligent real-time bidding
(RTB) platform is directly tied to your
custom model, enabling us to make
bidding decisions based on real-time
data. Quantcast’s astonishing callout
rate of greater than 99% means that
we evaluate nearly every available
exchange impression, enabling us to
capture every possible opportunity to
drive performance.

Real-time Data Meets Real-time Media
Online behaviors, including those of your best customers and prospects,
are constantly changing. By using an integrated, real-time approach we
can maximize every opportunity to both find and convert more customers
at scale.
Learn more about how to put our
data and technology to work for you.

Contact:
sales@quantcast.com

Quantcast Advertise Case Study

2013

Delivering Staying Power for Palms Casino Resort

“Quantcast’s real-time, data- driven approach helped us
unlock the full potential of both the Facebook Exchange
and standard display exchanges to efficiently drive new
bookings.” —Robyn Phelan, Interactive Marketing Manager
Objective

As a leading luxury casino resort in the competitive Las Vegas
hotel industry, the Palms Casino Resort was looking to increase
the number of high-value bookings through its website while
achieving the best possible efficiency for its media dollars. The
Palms partnered with Quantcast for help in maximizing both the
effectiveness and scale of its display advertising investment.

Solution

Using its own massive and proprietary data set, Quantcast
modeled the media consumption behaviors of the consumers
who were successfully booking on the Palms’ website and
applied this data directly via real-time bidding to efficiently find
and convert new customers across the web.
To significantly amplify the reach and immediacy of this unique
approach, Quantcast then added Facebook Exchange (FBX) to
identify ideal prospects among Facebook’s more than 140 million
highly engaged US users and drive them through to purchase.
Quantcast continually updated its models to reach the right
users, at the right time and the right frequency across Facebook.

Results

Quantcast’s ability to prospect and convert new customers at
scale combined with the reach and engagement of Facebook’s
audience delivered impressive results:
• Overall, Quantcast outperformed the Palms’ other display
partners across both FBX and standard display exchanges,
delivering 50% of all bookings with only 25% of spending.
• After extending its Quantcast Advertise campaign to Facebook,
the Palms saw an 87% increase in bookings in the first two
weeks, while overall cost per booking decreased by 33%.

Highlights
Quantcast efficiently found and converted
new customers at scale across Facebook
Exchange and standard display exchanges.

50%
of bookings
with only

25%

of spending
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ADVERTISING
THAT
LEARNS
LIFTS BROOKS 36 MILLION FEET

®

“ Rocket Fuel is just as interested in
helping tell my brand story as I am.
Their technology works to reach my
optimal running customer—and then
millions more.”
Heather Snavely
Senior Director of Global Marketing,
Brooks Running Co.

BIG DATA GETS BROOKS IN FRONT OF RUNNERS
Rocket Fuel’s record-breaking combination of artificial
intelligence plus Big Data helped Brooks reach almost 18M
runners at just the right moment. Take your digital advertising
investments the extra mile. Call us today at 888-717-8873 or
email sales@rocketfuel.com
© 2013 Rocket Fuel Inc. All rights reserved.

Amsterdam · Atlanta · Boston · Chicago · Dallas · Denver · Detroit · Hamburg · London · Los Angeles · Madrid · Milan · New York · Paris · Philadelphia · Redwood City · San Francisco · Seattle · Stockholm · Toronto · Washington DC

Rocket Fuel delivers the only programmatic
media buying platform at big data scale that
harnesses the power of artificial intelligence
to improve marketing ROI.

To get started, call us at 888-717-8873 or email sales@rocketfuel.com

OUR THESIS

CUSTOMER STATS

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE + BIG DATA
+ DIGITAL MARKETING

= ADVERTISING THAT LEARNS™

938

active 2013 advertisers

94%

Customer Renewal Rate

73

$1M + Lifetime Customers

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & BIG DATA FUN FACTS
12.3PB DATA STORE

27

18,418 CPUS

100.2 TB RAM

27

THAT’S A WHOLE LOTTA LIBRARIANS.
SHHHHH!
26.8x larger than The Library of Congress, which
boasts more than 130 million items ranging
from cook books to colonial newspapers to U.S.
government proceedings. It is estimated that the
Library of Congress now holds 470 terabytes of
data (as of October 2013). The LC expands at a rate
of 5TB per month, 10,000 items per day, and takes
up close to 530 miles of shelf space.

PROCESS THAT!

1.7x the number of CPUs that the Swiss Tropical
Institute uses to simulate the transmission
dynamics and health effects of malaria (15,653).

MR. WATSON, COME HERE,
I WANT TO SEE YOU

6.25x the RAM of the IBM computer Watson,
against which Jeopardy! contestants competed
(and lost... Watson had 16TB of RAM)

REAL RESULTS SUCCESS STORIES
FIGHTING POVERTY
AND INJUSTICE FOR
WORLD VISION

10,000
gift catalogue donations

CONSIDERATION
FOR BUICK

SALES FOR BMW

450%

40%
of new car sales influenced*

lift in brand consideration

*Q2, 2012 North American sales

AGILE
MARKETING
IN TODAY’S CONVERGENT LANDSCAPE
Starcom uses real-time intelligence and technology
partnerships to adapt to today's changing consumer and
marketplace needs.
We are able to discover consumer trends and respond in
real-time with dynamic media and messaging, enabling
agility in today's convergent marketplace.

INTRODUCING
LINK
.
D
3
,
DISCOVER DESIGN & DISTRIBUTE EXPERIENCES AT SCALE
DISCOVER
DESIGN
DISTRIBUTE

PROCESS

OPEN SOURCE
EDITORIAL &
PUBLISHER
MODEL

TECHNOLOGY

Discover key social trends,
Utilize exclusive future-led
design the right experiences partnerships and
and distribute in real-time
technology innovation

PEOPLE
Access to unique talent that
facilitates collaboration and
drives implementation
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